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In this paper we study the behavior of solutions of some quasilinear parabolic 
equations of the form 
(au/at) - i (d/dq) a&, t 1 u, 4 + 46 t, f-6 %)U + fh, t) = 0, 
t-1 
as t - co. In particular, the solutions of these equations will decay to zero as 
t - CC in the La norm. 
INTRODUCTION 
The behavior of solutions of nonlinear parabolic equations as t --, CC has 
been studied by many people. For example, Friedman [5, 61 studied the asymp- 
totic stability of some semilinear parabolic equations. Rudenko [lo] and Zelenyak 
[ll] studied the stability of some quasilinear parabolic equations in one space 
variable. Levine [8] studied the nonstability of some nonlinear parabolic equa- 
tions. Batra [2, 31 and Tang [9] obtained L2 estimates in the space variables as 
t - 00 for some quasilinear parabolic equations. 
For the equations of the type we consider, Aronson and Serrin [l] and Da 
Veiga [4] have proved that the solutions in the L” norm had at most exponential 
growths. Under stronger hypotheses which involve certain algebraic sign 
conditions on the coefficients of the equation, we are able to prove that the 
solution goes to zero in the L” norm as t - 03. These sign conditions enable 
us to show that the solution goes to zero in the L2 norm in the space variables 
and that the solution satisfies a DiGiorgi-Nash type of inequality. We then 
employ a recursion formula to obtain an L” estimate. 
We assume a solution exists for the equations we study. Existence and 
uniqueness theorems of quasilinear parabolic equations given in divergence 
form can be found in the book of Ladyzhenskaya, Solonnikov, and Ural’tseva [7]. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
Notation. Let a be a bounded open connected domain in Rn, n 2 2. S is 
the boundary of G, which is a smooth (n - I)-dimensional manifold. A point x 
in Rn will be denoted by x = (x1 ,..., x,). We define the cylinders Qr = 
Q x (0, 0 Q(t,.t,) = Q x (5 > tz), and Qa,(t,.t,) = t(x> t) I I x - xo I < P; 
t, < t < tz}. We define the lateral surface of Qr and Q(t,,t,) by S, and S+,) 
respectively. mes A, A C Ii”, is the standard Lebesque measure of the set A 
in Rn. 
Function spaces. We will consider the following real Banach spaces of 
measurable functions with the norms 
P(Q,) = 14~ t> j II u lla,r,c.+ = (s,’ ( jQ I 6 t>l” dx)“’ dt) l/T < m/i 
zrz (I,,(22 + / Vu 12 + j ut I”) dx dt)“’ < ml 
V2(QT) = !u(x, t) 1 I u lor = e;ggx II 4x, t)l12,n + 1’ ux ll2.0~ < a); 
V;.O(QT) = (u(x, t) 1 1 u Iv,‘,o~or~ = E&F II 4% t)//,,, + !/ u5 4,0T < a>; 
V:(QT) = V2(QT) n (4x, 4 I u = 0 on ST); 
@mu = W,Z(sZ) n {U(X) ( u = 0 on S}. 
Impalities. We shall need the following inequalities. 
Young’s inequality: 
ab < (l/m) P ( a lnz + ((7~2 - 1)/m) l (m-1) / b lrn’(+l), 
where a, b are real numbers. 
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Holder’s inequality: 
Embedding theorems. The following embedding theorems from [7, p. 62, 
p, 751 will be used. 
Let u(x) E l%‘ml(sZ), then 
where n > 3, and p > 2 where n = 2. Furthermore, 
II u Ilz,~ < c(mes fW” II Vu I~R . (1.3) 
Let u(x, t) E VSo(QT), then 
II u llQ.~.Oy 41”lor (1.4) 
where r E [2, co], q E [2,2n/(n - 2)] f OY n > 2, and Y E (2, co], q E [2, a) for 
n = 2. 
For u(x, t) ELQJ(&-), we have 
where 
A&> = {x I 45 t) > 01, 41g El, PI, f-lE PI yl, 
r1lr = 4114, and $13 1. 
We shall make use of the following lemmas found in [7, pp. 82-831. 
LEMMA. Let u(x, t) E V,‘r”(QT); then @(x, t) and u-Iz(x, t) E Vi*‘(QT), 
uyx, t) = fnaX(z,t)EQy{u(X, t) - k, 01, and U-V, t) = maw+o,{-(u(x, t) + 
k), 0} respectiwely. 
LEMMA. Let u(x, t) E V$‘(QT); then u,(x, t), the StekZov average of u(x, t), 
belongs to W$‘(QT-s), 6 < h, where uh(x, t) = (l/h) Ji--h u(x, T) dr. 
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Consider the equation 
for x E A?, t > 0. u(x, t) = 0 for x E S, and U(X, 0) = 4(x), x E f2. Let the coef- 
ficients of Eq. (2.1) satisfy the hypotheses 
a+, t, % %J %!i b p I vu I29 P > 0; (2.1.1) 
I a&, 4 u, p)l d I 4% t)l I u I + I 4% 91 I P I; (2.1.2) 
a(% t, a, P) > 0 (2.1.3) 
foranyxEQ,t>Oandanyx,pER x R”; 
II af2b wr,oct~7.t, G M and II 4% 411a.l..0(t-r,t) G M; (2.1.4) 
where l/r + n/2p = 1 - X1, 4 E [n/2(1 - Xi), 0319 r E P/V - Xl), al, and 
o<x1<1; 
Ii 4% NLYQ,,-,,L,) G M; 
IIf@, Gll2.0 -+ 0 as t-co; (2.1.5) 
w E L2&9. (2.1.6) 
THEOREM 2.2. Let u(x, t) be a Vi*O(Q,) so u ion 1 t of (2.1), whose coe$cients 
satisfy hyjotheses (2.1.1), (2.1.3), (2,1.4), (2.1.5), and (2.1.6). Moreower, assume 
(44 II U(% OIL2 is a continuous function oft. (2.2.1) 
Then the following estimate holds. 
II u(x, t)il~.a < /3(t) Dz’ II d(x)ll~,sa ewct + c I’ e-“o-T) / I f(x, T)I” dx dr, (2.2.2) 
I;, 
where E > 0. Also, /3(t) -+ 0 as t + CQ. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let u(x, t) be a V,‘*O(Q,) (Vt > 0) solutioon of (2.1) whose 
coeficients satisfy hypotheses (2.1 .I-2.1 A). Suppose assumption (2.2.1) holds, then 
II UeG t)llL%&J G @O - $q2, (2.3.1) 
where v E (0,2(1 + x)/(f + 2(1 + x))) for t and 7 su@iently large and small, 
respectiueely. In particular, 24(x, t) -+ 0, as t 3 co. 
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Remark 2.4. The hypothesis (2.1.3) is necessary in some sense. Consider 
the equations 
Ut = u,, t uyu + 4u O<X<T, o<y<rr, t>o, 
u(x, 0, t) = u(x, 2T, t) = 0 o<x<r, t>o, 
u(0, y, t) = u(n-, y, t) = 0 o<y<n, t>o, 
(2.4.0) 
u(x, Y, 0) == f(x, Y) O<X<T, o<y<ir. 
The solution of (2.4. ) is given by 
u(X, y, t) = f fnme(4-(n2+m2))t sin nx sin my, (2.4.1) 
VL,WL=l 
where fnln = (4/77’) J:Jif(x, y) sin nx sin my dx dy. If fir # 0, then 
Iu(x,y,t)l+co as t-+03. 
3. PROOF OF MAIN THEOREMS 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We multiply Eq. 2.1 by uh and integrate over Q and 
obtain 
I 
utuh dx - ((did4 a,(% t, u, %)) uh dx 
n s 52 
=- 
s 
a(~, t, u, x,) uuh dx - 
52 I 
/(x, t) i‘h dx. 
Now 
j-a utuh dx = @/at) s, uh2 dx, 
and 
s 
- ((d/‘dxJ a,(~, t, u, u,)) uh dx = 
R s R 
%(X, t, u, %> *he, dx. 
Letting h---f 0, we obtain 
+(a/at) 
s 
u2dx = - 
I a,(~, t, u, u,) u,$ + 4x, t, u, u,) u2 +f(x, t) u dx. a a 
By hypotheses (2.1 .l) and (2.1.3), we obtain the inequality 
*(apt) s u2 dx < -p n j- I Vu I2 dx + j- If@, 9 I u I dx. Jz sz 
By inequality (1.3), we have 
-p c ) Vu I2 dx < (-p/c2(mes Qajn) 1 u2 dx. 
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By Young’s inequality, 
Setting c1 = (p/ca(mes L))z’“), we obtain 
Setting r(t) = II 4x, t)/l,2,n , we obtain the differential inequality of the form 
y’(t) + ey(t> < c I, I f(x, t)12 dx. 
Multiplying the above equation by eEt and integrating from (0, t) and noting 
that y(0) = 11 +(x)ll& , we obtain 
t 0 < II u(x, t>ll& < II +(x)11& emet + cc-Et IS I f(~, 7)” eE’ dx dr. 0 sa 
Since ln I f(x, t)i2 dx + 0 as t --f 0, /l(t) + 0. 
In order to prove Tbeorem 2.3, we will need some local estimates for small 
cylinders intersecting QT . These estimates will be similar to the DiGiorgi-Nash 
type of inequalities. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let u(x, t) be a VisO(Qt,> solution of Eq. (2.1) satisfying hypo- 
these (2.1.1-2.1.5). Let 
Qo--OIo,w,Zr = (I x - x0 1 < p - qp, to - (1 - a,4 < t < to}. 
Then the following inequalities are satisjed. 
1 uk 12go-olp,T-v~mQ~, 
< y{(u,p)-2 + (ug-)“> II uk ll;,o,,, + P2 + 1) PL(2(1+X)‘iYk Pt 41 
(3.0.0) 
and 
ck I Ly‘.~-~~7n CA0 
(3.0.0’) 
< y{(ulp)-2 + (ug II u-It II;.Qp,+ (k2 + 1) P(2(1+x)‘i)(k PT 4 
for arbitrary k > 0 and r suj&tztly small. 
/-4k, P, 4 = s,‘;, rnes(‘/d) A, ,(t) dt, 
8 
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let f(x, t) be a smooth function such that 
0 ,< 6(x, t) d 1 on Qw n Qt, 7 (3.1.0) 
6(x, t) E 1 on Qp-olr.7-027 ! (3.1.1) 
&, t) = 0 for / x - x0 1 >, p and t < to - T, (3.1.2) 
I 5&, t)l d 4~lP, (3.1.3) 
and 
I &(% t)t < +27. (3.1.4) 
We multiply Eq. (2.1) by uhkt2 and integrate over QT , T < to . Since, 
T 
I I 
utuhktz dx dt 
to-i sa (3.1.5) 
= dx - I“ 1 (u~~)~ .$& dx dt, 
q-7 12 
and 
s I ,r, n - ((d/W a,(~, 4 u  4) uhkt2 dx dt 0 
T 
zzz I s to-5 sa u&x, t, u, u,) z&t” dx dt 
+ j-;er-a 4x, 4 u, u,) d%5zt dx & 
(3.1.6) 
we obtain the identity, after letting h + 0 and noting ((x, t,, - T) = 0, 
3 .r, (uk(x, T) f(x, T))2 dx + i:_T+a 4x9 t, ~9 4 u$!~ dx dt 
T 
=I I 
[+zj(X, t, u, 24,) u”245,, + (Uk)” i%t --a(% t, u, uz> uukf2 (3.1.7) 
to-7 sz 
- f(x, t) uk5’] dx dt. 
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By hypotheses (2.1.1-2.1.3), we can obtain the inequality 
T < s s [Wx, q I 24 I I uk I 2 I 05 I + 4% t)Ivu Iuk25 I 06 I (3.1.8) to-7 
Now, 
T  
c s to-r A,,,(t) 
1 b2(x, t)l [ u2 [ f2 dx dt 
(3.1.11) 
@to--r.T) = {(x, t) I u(x, t) > k, t, - T  < t < T ,  I x - x, I < p}. 
Now, 
II u”5 Il~.r.c?(tO-,.T) < P(2’r)-(a’i)(k P, 6 II u’“E I/~.f.O(t,-,,r, 9 (3.1.22) 
by Holder’s inequality, where 4 = 2q/(q - l), P = 2r/(r - l), 4 = q(l + x), 
f  = ~(1 + x), x = 2&. Now, (l/P) + (n/24) = (n/4). So we may apply (1.4) 
to obtain 
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Similarly, 
< 
s s 
,;, D (~“8~12 dx dt + j’ t _ 
0 7 
j 
0 
a LfYx, W4 dx dt- 
We can show, as in the previous case, that 
and 
T s I &J--T R lf2(x, t)12/2 <llf2/2 Ilu.r.octO-T,T) $2’P)(1+xYk, P, ~ . 
(3.1.14) 
(3.1.15) 
(3.1.16) 
(3.1.17) 
(3.1.18) 
+ [(1/c,) / c2(x, t)~~yO~to~,,to,) + @2x’i(k, P, 41 II u”Vf Ilt.~,~~-,.~, 
+ II(W St II1.O(tO--T.T) 
+ (IIfV lla,r,O,to-T,T) + II b2 Ilo.r.o,t,-,.r,k2) P(2’i)(1+x), (3.1.19) 
where 
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Since ~~~‘#(k, p, 7) < 7-2X’f(Wnp)2nX’P, we may choose -r sufficiently small so that 
+++(k, p, T) < min($, v/4). 
We choose ~a = v/4. Noting (3.1 J-3.1.5), we may obtain the desired inequality 
(3.0.0). In order to obtain (3.0.0’), we multiply Eq. (2.1) by tikt2 and note that 
a(x, t, u, u,) r&.$2 < 0. We estimate as before to obtain the desired result. 
The following lemma from [7, p. 961 will be used. 
LEMMA 3.2. suppose two sequences of nonnegative numbers yh and zh , 
h = 0, 1, 2,... are connected by the system of recursion inequalities 
Yh+l < CqYi+:S + d+,+EYh”), (3.2.0) 
Zhll < cbh(y, + 2?), (3.2.1) 
where c, b, E, S > 0, b > 0. Then 
yIL < Ab-ki”, zh < (hb--hld)ll(l+r), 
where 
d = min{S, c/(1 + E)}, 
X = min{(zc)-l/s b-l/Ed, (2c)-(l+4/~ b-l/cd}, 
(3.2.2) 
as long as 
Yo G h and x0 < ~l/a+r) 
LEMMA 3.3. Let u(x, t) satisfy inequalities (3.0.0) and (3.0.0’). Let 
kh = k + k(1 - (&)h), ph = (i + (1/2h+2)) p, and 7h = (& + (l/2”+“) T. Then 
the quantities 
and 
Yh = s,‘“, I, I) (t) (u - kk)2 dx dt, 
0 h h’h 
zh = ,u2’Vk 3 Pk > Th) 
are connected by the recursion relationships 
yk+l < y124h((2/k26) + k2-“) (1 + (l/T>) X (liP2) (Ylh+’ + d+‘Yh’)> 
and 
zul ,( r124h((2/k28) + k2-26) (1 + (W) (1 b2) (yh + z’,‘?. 
Similarly 
?k = i’lT j-, D (t) c” + kh)2 dx dt 
0 h h’h 
(3.3.0) 
(3.3.1) 
(3.3.2) 
(3.3.3) 
(3.3.0’) 
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and 
27, = cL2”(kh , Ph , %) (3.3.1') 
are connected by the recursion relationships 
gh+l < n24h((2/k2s> + k’-“) (1 + (1:~)) X (1 /p2) ( ji+8 + a:+x$hs), (3.3.2') 
and 
z&+1 < yr24h((2/k26) + k2-26) (1 + (l/~)) (l/p’) (j$& + 5:‘“). (3.3.3’) 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Let 1 x / = 1 x - x,, 1 . Let &(x) be a smooth function 
such that &(X) = 1 for X < p/2h+1, [h(x) = 0 for / X 1 > +(ph + ph+l) = jh , 
and fh(l x I) linear on [P~+~ , &j, such that 1 thz 1 < 2h+1/p. Define 
Now 
I 
to 
A, = mes A 
to-v&+1 
k,+,,,,(t) dt- 
Yhfl d 
(t) 
(u - &+I)’ fh2@) dx dt 
< 2p2&?(n+2)[l ukh+l /2gp,,(,o-*h+,‘t0)  (4(h+4vPT) Yhl. 
Applying inequality (3.1.0) to the function ukh+l and the two cylinders 
QPh.+7h+l,t0j and Q+,,(t,-r,.t,j , and noting that 
Ah < (kh,, - kh)-‘Yh , 
we obtain 
yh+l < 2j32[(kh+1 - kh)-4’(n+2) y;"n+2){y[4h+4p-2 + 27t+27-11 II up’+’ I/;.o~,,~~~-~.~~, 
+ (k;,, i 1) pf’i)(l+x)(kh+l > Ph , 773 + (4(h+4%‘2) Yhl. 
Noting that kh+l - k, = (k/2h+1), and kh+, , < 2k, we can then obtain the desired 
inequality (3.3.2). 
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Similarly we obtain (3.3.3) by noting that 
We estimate as before. 
Inequalities (3.32’) and (3.3.3’) follow analogously. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let u(x, t) be a solution of (2.1) which satisfies inequality 
(2.2.2). Then 
mes Ak,&) < B(W, (3.4.0) 
and 
mes 4,,(t) d B(W2. (3.4.0’) 
Proof of Corollary 3.4. 
B(t) = s, dx, 0dx =j*,,, I u2(x, t> dx+IA, ,(t) u2(x, t> dx
> s u2(x, 2) dx 3 k2 me3 Ak,,,(t). -h,,(t) 
Similarly we may prove (3.4.0’). 
THEOREM 3.5. Let u(x, t) be a solution of (2.1) satisfring hypotheses (2.1.1- 
2.1.6) and assumption (2.2.1). Then f r o r and t,, su$Gntly small and large res- 
pectively the following estimate RokLs. 
(3.50) 
where v E (0,2(1 + x)/F + 2(1 + x))). 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. We choose Q- sufficiently small so that inequalities 
(3.1.0) and (3.1.0’) hold. The recursion relationships (3.3.2-3.3.3) and (3.3.2’- 
3.3.3’) hold by Lemma 3.3. Setting 
b = 24, c = ~10 + k2P2”) (1 + (l/4) U/P~), 
6 = 2/(n + 3, and t=x 
in (3.2.0) and (3.2.1), we obtain the value of h defined by (3.2.2) by 
h = min{[2y,((2 + k2)/k26)]-1/8 (1 + (l/~))-i/~ 
x 16-lPd, [(2y#) ((2 + k2)/k2*)]-“‘+x)/x) (1 + (l/7))-((1+x)/x) 16-ljSd}. 
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Fixing p and choosing T small, we can consider X as a function of k, h = h(k”). 
Now for P small, h(R2) = O(k2). Setting A2 = (@(to - a~?, we have h(k2) = 
O(p(t, - i-r>“). We wish to choose 
and 
Yo = jtu j 
to-:r A,,$&) 
(u - k)2 dx dt < A, 
From Corollary 3.4, we can show that 
mes Ak,;,(t) < /3(t)‘-“. 
Therefore, we can show that x0 as a function of k2 satisfies 
z(h2) = 0(/3(t, - @)(2’i)(1-“)). 
Now, A(Ks)rllrr+x)) is O(p(t,, - $~)~I(r+x)) is of lower order than q,(ka) = 
jqto _ ~)wm-~), if we choose v E (0,2(1 + x)/(r + 2(1 + x))). Then for to 
sufficiently large, /I(to - $-) is sufficiently small such that a,, < Pl(l+x). 
Since 
u2 dx dt 
we can show that y. < X for to sufficiently large. 
NOW yn , ah + 0 as h -+ co. In particular, jz-V,2 mes T2k.0,2(t) dt = 0. 
Therefore 
24(X, t) < 2k = 2/i?(t, - iT)“12 a-e. in Qo~2.(+,2,to) * QT. 
By similar reasoning, we can show that 
s 
to 
mes A- 
to-T/2 
Zk+&) dt = 0. 
Therefore 
-2P(t, - $7)y/2 = -2k < u(x, t) a.e. in Q o/2,(t,,-7m0) * ST . 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Since a is compact, we can find a finite number of 
cylinders Qi. (t,,-712.to) p 
Q5(tO-d2*tJ = {I xoi - X j < fJ, to - T/2 < t < to) 
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such that (JE, Q$2,(t,-T,2,to, n Q(t0-7/2.t~ . Therefore, by Theorem 3.5, 
II u IlLmP(to-7,?,t,,nQ~ --. < 2mj3(t, - 2~)“‘~. 
Since to is only chosen sufficiently large, then 
Since P(t) + 0 as t -+ co, we infer that u(x, t) ---f 0 as t -+ m. 
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